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Kampgrounds of America Inc.’s June Research Report examines how campers are using artificial intelligence tools and
boosting all forms of travel

BILLINGS, Mont. (June 14, 2023) – The Kampgrounds of America, Inc. (KOA) Monthly Research Report – June 2023
Edition indicates that campers are adopting artificial intelligence (AI) more quickly than other leisure travelers. Currently,
32% of campers share that they have used AI for trip planning, while another 22% plan to utilize it in the future.
Comparatively, only 7% of non-campers have planned a trip with AI.

Campers who use AI for trip planning are most likely to rely on it for information gathering, such as seeking reviews (55%),
trip research (53%), building an itinerary (48%), or compiling resources about destinations (36%). About one-fourth of
campers utilize AI to find dining tips or even places to avoid.

“Campers are emerging as early adopters of AI technologies that make planning travel easier,” Whitney Scott, senior vice
president of strategy at Kampgrounds of America, Inc. “We already know that campers are more enthusiastic about travel
than other consumers. We’re seeing similar enthusiasm toward online tools that can assist them in planning better, or
more, trips easily.”

While campers are more likely to apply AI, only about one-in-10 have used or plan to use AI for the entirety of their
planning. This suggests that other resources or personal knowledge are still essential in creating itineraries. Additionally,
with increased attention to drawbacks or concerns associated with AI, camper trust has dropped. Trust in AI among
campers fell nearly 20 points, from 78% in May to 59% in June.

The June edition of the Kampgrounds of America, Inc. Monthly Research Report also found that campers are significantly
more likely to participate in other forms of travel than non-campers. Over the past 12 months, and looking forward to the
remainder of 2023, campers are boosting all travel participation significantly. Reinforcing this finding, more than 8.4 million
camping households went camping and combined their camping trip with other forms of travel over Memorial Day alone.

“In addition to hotel and resort stays, even with air travel issues, campers are more likely to take both domestic and
international trips,” Scott noted. “It’s important to recognize that this group isn’t just campers; they are fervent travelers
critical to the overall travel sector.”

Additional findings of KOA’s June Report point to increased traffic over holidays and the larger summer season. Nearly
24.4 million households camped over Memorial Day, 2 million more than did so the year prior. Looking ahead to the 4th of
July weekend, 22 million households are expected to spend the holiday camping. Most campers (about 90%) are planning
a camping trip this summer.

To view the full findings of the KOA Monthly Research Report – June 2023 Edition, past and future editions, and review
the research methodology, visit the KOA Press Room.

 

ABOUT KAMPGROUNDS OF AMERICA

Kampgrounds of America, Inc. has been the definitive leader in outdoor hospitality for more than 60 years. United under
the mission of “connecting people to the outdoors and each other,” the company consists of two unique brands: KOA and
Terramor Outdoor Resorts. KOA, the world’s largest system of privately-owned, open-to-the-public campgrounds, consists
of more than 500 franchised and owned campgrounds. With unrivaled brand visibility, KOA also offers campground
owners and operators unparalleled support in campground education, design, recruitment, marketing and technology.
Terramor Outdoor Resorts, a glamping venture, opened its first flagship property in Bar Harbor, Maine in 2020.  Literally
meaning ‘Love of Land,” the brand focuses on delivering a refined and upscale outdoor experience. For more information,
visit KOA.com and TerramorOutdoorResort.com.

ABOUT CAIRN CONSULTING GROUP 

Cairn Consulting Group is a market research firm with extensive experience in the hospitality and services industries. For
the past several years, Cairn Consulting Group has worked with organizations in both indoor and outdoor hospitality,
including the gaming/casino areas, food services/restaurant space, accommodations, travel/tourism and the products and
services that are a part of the hospitality industry. The organization also serves clients in branding/brand positioning
efforts, evaluating consumer behavior, public opinion & policy and product development.
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